
Hello and welcome to the scientificanada newsletter. You

can think of it as a personal correspondence with me, Adam

Fortais. Issues will have a smattering of research,

opinions, interviews, and hot takes on academic culture

from myself and guests, with a heavy lean in the direction

of squishy physics. 

If someone forwarded this email to you, awesome! They

probably really like you! If you'd like, you can sign up

for yourself by clicking the link below. Thanks :)

Arts+Science

A white witch moth from Mexico. (Photo: Lauren Zarate) I was just impressed
with this moth and thought you'd like to see it. 

I've been on a butterfly and moth google-ing spree lately and I just realized why.
Last summer my partner and I adopted some black swallowtail butterflies from
our back deck garden. They were chomping on the plants, so we scooped them
up, gave them a rich terrarium, fed them until they were fit to burst... And
watched them become cocoons. Then watched them become butterflies! Well,
some of them became butterflies. A few of the other ones never emerged.
We're still waiting for them. 

Turns out black swallowtails emerge in a couple different waves. The wave of
butterfly we watched emerge was the second wave, and was in June/July. The
first wave, however, sleeps through the winter and emerges some time around
May. I think my sudden butterfly-binge might be due to the spring weather we're
having in Hamilton sparking my memory about our sleepy chrysalid friends.
Hopefully soon I will be waking up to the gentle fluttering of a large-winged
insect landing on my face. 

Research
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These are some kinky photos (red arrows point to kinks) of

supercoiled DNA rings (top) along with images from

molecular dynamic simulations showing the same shapes. I'm

blown away by both.  

These images are from a paper published open-access in

Nature Communications by a big team of scientists which

includes Alice L. B. Pyne, Agnes Noy, Sarah A. Harris, and

co-workers. What's so amazing about these pictures is that

the top ones are obtained with basically a super-expensive

vinyl record player (Atomic Force Microscope), while the

bottom pictures are from computer simulations that take

into account the movement of every single atom. In the

first row, the researchers are basically using a tiny

needle to feel for the DNA, like someone reading braille.

In the second row, the researchers had to calculate the

forces acting on 339 base-pairs worth of atoms and track

their movement. This is a huge computational feat! So

huge, they had to limit their analysis to 30 nanoseconds of

movement, which were sampled every 10 picoseconds over that

time.  

So what is the significance of these rings and kinks?

Well, DNA codes for everything in your body. Basically all

DNA has all of the code for all of your body's stuff (not

exactly, but approximately true. Don't @ me). But of

course not every cell in your body needs all of that

information. In order to replicate and use specific chunks

of the code and skip over others, DNA forms supercoils,

which are kind of like the shapes your headphone cables

make when you jam them in your pocket. The purpose of

these kinks and coils is to tell your cells which bits of

code it can ignore, and which bit of code it needs to work

with. It's kind of like dog-earing the pages of the

Encyclopedia-You. You probably guessed, tracking these

supercoils and understanding their shape (which can

change!) is tough. Real tough. But this research is a

fantastic step in the direction of both visualizing real

DNA structures, and simulating them. And hey, when you can

measure something, you can understand it. 
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Look at that cutie (I believe this is a photo by Doug Main

or Nat Geo?). That right there is Elizabeth Ann, a baby

black-footed ferret. Her parents died in the '80s. Black-

footed ferrets are an endangered species that were

believed to be extinct in the '70s. However, a chance

discovery of a little family of ferrets by a ranch dog in

Wyoming in 1981 lead to a captive breeding campaign and a

resurgence of the species. Unfortunately, their genetic

diversity is low - all wild black footed ferrets are

siblings or 1st cousins. Enter Elizabeth. 

Elizabeth Ann is full genetic copy of her mother who died

around 40 years ago. Scientists hope that she will bring

some much needed genetic diversity to team ferret. Plus,

she's just the cutest thing, right? Also, wow science is

incredible.  

For more about Elizabeth and the story of the black footed

ferrets (teaser, it includes The Plague and vaccine-laden

M&Ms fired by government drones), you should read this

fantastic thread by science writer Doug Main. I've taken

the liberty of unrolling the thread for ease of reading.

Just click here.

Thoughts: Pay for the content
you want to see
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Have plans for pi day? Here's something you can add to your

schedule. 

For the record, this is NOT sponsored content. This is an

event that I am excited about and will be attending. I

understand if this isn't everyone's cup of tea, but I'm so

happy to see a science event that isn't a) specifically for

kids b) a stuffy TED-style event, or c) centred around a

bar/pub/drinking. I am no teetotaler, but I know that

networking events are held disproportionately over drinks and

this doesn't fit with everyone's lifestyles. The other thing I

like about this, is that tickets cost money. Hear me out.  

There are so many science outreach events, and so many of them

are free. That's great because it means anyone on any budget

can attend. However, the exact opposite is true for the

volunteers. Many of these event organizers and presenters are

students, and many students are living in financially

precarious situations. Graduate students who don't have full

funding packages often have to work additional jobs just to

pay tuition and eat on top of their full time study/research

obligations. For a lot of students, volunteering their time to

help put on an outreach event can mean giving up on

desperately needed income. That's not to mention the lost

productivity, and fact that many higher-ups in academia don't

really consider outreach work all that important. But this is

not a squeeze that all students feel uniformly across all

demographics. In other words, I don't think it's a coincidence

there are so many white guys in their 20's and 30's that have

podcasts, if you catch my drift.  
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That's bad. It's one thing for a community to be "open and

inclusive", but that has to come with the support for everyone

to participate. Not compensating presenters, performers, and

organizers creates a selection bias that allows some people to

participate while locking others out. That's not a good look

for any event, but certainly not good for a public-facing

event. 

It would be nice if collages, universities, and businesses

would fully fund these events, but I don't think a moral

imperative is big enough lever to move these parties. The

pessimist in me thinks that no one is going to step in in a

meaningful way until we demonstrate that there is an untapped

market that can be exploited. The optimist in me thinks that

we don't need their help. My true feelings split the

difference. It would be nice if all student organizers and

would-be presenters were given enough support by their

institutions so that anyone could participate but I don't

expect that to change any time soon. If adding a relatively

small admission price can start to affect change, then I am

happy to oblige. Now take my money. 

Coffee break

Welcome back to the AlmaMAC! This week Sawayra interviews Rodrigo

Narro Pérez. They talk research, diversity in academia, and all of

the initiatives that keep Rodrigo busy.

Rodrigo is a member of the Glacial Sedimentology Lab whose

research looks at using glacial sedimentology and geomorphology to

understand glacial hazards and the impacts of climate change on

mountain environments. He was born in Perú and is lucky to call

the Cordillera Blanca (located in the northern Peruvian Andes) his

main field site for this work. He is also interested in all things

Latin America (especially food and music), field-based

experiential education and anti-racism work.

Fun fact – His artist of the decade on Spotify was Shakira
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Follow Rodrigo on Twitter @RodrigoNarro

Thanks for reading. If you enjoyed this, please consider

sharing it with others.

Share Tweet Forward

If you really enjoyed this, you can support me with a one-time

donation on Ko-fi, or become a Patron to give a little bit

each month. 
 

You can find more sciency articles, podcasts, and videos at

www.scientificanada.ca

You can find more sciency articles, podcasts, and videos at

www.scientificanada.ca

- Adam
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